Amendment No. 0003 to BAA #07-021
“Globally Networked Maritime Headquarters with Maritime Operations Center”

The purpose of Amendment 0003 is to revise paragraph 5 to allow for hand delivery of white paper submissions.

1. Paragraph 5, under Section IV entitled, APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION INFORMATION is hereby revised to include the following information:

   “THE DUE DATE FOR WHITE PAPERS IS DUE NO LATER THAN 2:00P.M. EASTERN TIME (ET) WEDNESDAY, 23 May 2007. HARD COPY WHITE PAPERS CAN BE HAND DELIVERED TO THE OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, 875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET, ARLINGTON, VA 22203-1995; TO THE FOLLOW PERSON”:

   Program Officer/Point of Contact: Gary Toth
   Telephone Number: (703) 696-4961 or (703) 696-7822

   ***NOTE: NO EMAIL; OR FACSIMILE OF “WHITE PAPERS” WILL BE ACCEPTED.***